
Meet George Soros

• By James R. Keena

• Excerpted from my 
book “We’ve Been 
Had:  How Obama 
and the Radicals 
Conned Middle Class 
America” 

• Chapter Nine is “Meet 
George Soros”



Emperor of the World

• Soros, describing 
himself:

“It is a sort of disease 
when you consider 
yourself some kind of 
God, the creator of 
everything, but I feel 
comfortable about it 
now since I began to 
live it out.”
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Soros Biography

• Born in Hungary in 1930 to a Jewish family

• Lived with Christians during WWII to avoid Nazi’s

• Moved to England in 1947 to escape communists

• Graduated from London School of Economics (founded by 
the Fabian Socialists “to teach political economy on more modern 
and more socialist lines”)

• Started investment career in New York in 1956

• Developed investment concept of “reflexivity”
– Investor psychology exaggerates market swings (herd mentality)

• Exploited this concept to become fabulously wealthy

• Uses his wealth to influence political outcomes around 
the world



Soros’s Philosophy
• Influenced by socialists Karl Popper and Henri 

Bergson

• Abhors Western principles and the U.S. 
Constitution

• Believes absolute truths do not exist (not even 
the rights to life and liberty)

• Wants to establish a borderless “Open Society”

• Believes Christianity is “exclusionary”

• Wants to legalize drugs and euthanasia 

• Describes himself as the “godfather of world 
socialism”



Building a Fortune

• Reportedly worth $14 billion

• Controls $27 billion more in investment funds

• Made most of his fortune via his Quantum Fund 

• The Quantum Fund is headquartered in 

Curacao, outside U.S. government oversight

• Called “World’s Greatest Money Manager” by 

Institutional Investor Magazine

• Profits in one particular year exceeded the GDP 

of 42 countries



“Regime Change”
• Broke the Bank of England in 1992 (and made $2 billion) 

• In 1993, caused the Deutschmark to plummet

• In 1997, helped collapse Malaysia’s currency and 
economy

• In 1998, helped cause the Ruble to plummet and an 
economic depression in Russia
– The House Banking Committee called it “one of the greatest 

social robberies in human history”

• Supported the “Rose Revolution” in Georgia

• Supported the “Velvet Revolution” in Czechoslovakia

• Supported the “Orange Revolution” in the Ukraine

• Soros bragged:  “The former Soviet empire is now the 
Soros empire.”



Soros the International Outlaw
• Convicted by France of insider trading and fined $2.3 

million

• Soros agencies were banned in Turkmenistan and 
Russia

• Fined $3 million by Belarus

• Prosecuted by Kazakhstan for tax evasion

• Called a “villain and a moron” by the Malaysian PM.

• Considered an “economic war criminal” in Thailand

• Thai activist: “We regard George Soros as a kind of 
Dracula. He sucks the blood from the people.”

• Taiwan threatened criminal charges against “anyone 
cooperating with Soros Funds”



Soros’s Open Society Institute

• Soros’s umbrella organization that coordinates his world-
wide political ambitions

• Named after the philosophy of his socialist mentor, Karl 
Popper

• The OSI has contributed $5 billion to left-wing causes 
since 1979.

• The OSI operates in 50 countries

• Led by Aryeh Neier, a co-founder of the Students for a 
Democratic Society.  Other SDS members:
– Bill Ayers

– Bernardine Dohrn

– Wade Rathke (ACORN founder)

– Jeff Jones (Apollo Alliance)



Platform of the OSI

• Open borders and mass immigration

• More welfare and higher taxes

• Reduced military spending

• Government-run healthcare

• Radical environmentalism

• Stricter gun control

• Taxpayer-funded abortion

• U.N. control of U.S. foreign policy

• Affirmative action



The OSI Provides Funding to…

• ACORN

• NARAL

• MoveOn.org

• Media Matters

• ACLU

• Malcolm X Foundation

• NAACP

• National Council of La Raza



The Shadow Party

• Eli Pariser of 

MoveOnPAC, 

referring to the 

Democratic Party:

– “Now it’s our party:  we 

bought it, we own it…” 



The Shadow Party
• The Shadow Party was formed in 2003 by Soros to swing 

elections and the Democratic Party leftward

• Informal alliance of labor unions, environmental groups, and 
civil rights organizations

• Fueled by McCain-Feingold Act of 2002:

– Soros spent $18 million lobbying for the passage of this Act 

– Limited large, unregulated “soft” contributions to candidates and 
political parties

– Did not limit contributions to ‘527’ organizations

– Soros and other billionaires “bought” the Democratic Party after 
this Act was signed into law

• Contributed $300 million to left-leaning Democrats in 2004.  

• RNC Spokesperson:  “George Soros has purchased the 
Democratic Party, and he who pays the piper calls the tune.” 



Regime Change in America

• Soros:  Removing 

Republicans from the 

White House was a 

“matter of life and 

death”.

• Soros said he would 

surrender his entire 

fortune if someone 

could guarantee Bush 

would lose in 2004.



Soros’s “Regime Change”
• Soros:

– Ousting the Republicans from the White House “is the central 
focus of my life” 

– “My goal is to become the conscience of the world” 

– “I do not accept the rules imposed by others” 

– "America needs to ... go through a certain de-Nazification 
process” 

– “The main obstacle to a stable and just world order is the 
United States”

– “The main enemy of the open society, I believe, is no longer 
the communist but the capitalist threat” 

– “We need some global system of political decision 
making…We need a global society to support our global 
economy.” 

– “The Sovereignty Of States Must Be Subordinated To 
International Law And International Institutions.”



Barack and George



When They Met…

• When and how is uncertain.  Likely possibilities:

– Aryeh Neier, President of the OSI, co-founded the 

SDS.  Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn, and Wade 

Rathke (ACORN) were members of the SDS.  Obama 

had a twenty-year relationship with Ayers and Dohrn, 

and a 17 year relationship with ACORN.

– Zbigniew Brzezinski was Obama’s instructor at 

Columbia and a member of his advisory staff.  

Brzezinski and Soros are fellow New Yorkers and 

members of the Trilateral Commission.



Soros Adopts Obama 

• Soros family contributed $60,000 to Obama’s Senate 
campaign in 2004 (the maximum possible contribution).

• Soros met with Obama in 2004 (the only personal 
meeting he had with a politician in 2004).

• At the time, Obama was one of thousands of state level 
legislators, and only 20% of the people in Illinois even 
knew who he was.

• Soros became known as Obama’s “Money Man”.

• Curiously, Obama and Soros’s OSI collaborated to 
support an Islamic Marxist candidate for president of 
Kenya in 2007 in another attempt at “regime change”.



Soros Picks a President

• On 12/4/2006, Obama met with Soros in Manhattan to discuss his 
presidential ambitions.

• At this point in time, Clinton was the front-runner by a mile, and 
Obama had just 143 working days of experience in the U.S. Senate 

• Soros introduced Obama to a dozen wealthy backers, including 
UBS’s Robert Wolf and Progressive Insurance’s Peter Lewis.

• On 1/16/2007, Obama announced an exploratory committee for the 
presidency.

• On 1/19/2007, Soros announced he was now backing Barack 
Obama rather than Hillary Clinton.  

• Soros:  “I have very high regard for Hillary Clinton, but I think Obama 
has the charisma and the vision to radically reorient America in 
the world.” 



Soros Funds a President

• Steven Gluckstern, head of 
Soros’s Democracy Alliance, 
hosted an Obama fundraiser in 
April 2007

• In May 2007, Soros hosted an 
Obama fundraiser at the 
mansion of Paul Tudor Jones

• 7 of Obama’s top donors were 
from Wall Street

• 100+ campaign bundlers were 
investment CEO’s or brokers

• Contradicts the myth of 
Obama’s “grass roots” 
beginning



Soros’s Media Influence

• Media Matters – Monitors conservative broadcasts and print

• MoveOn.org – “General BetrayUs” ad and anti-war propaganda

• Sundance Institute – Anti-Western and anti-war documentaries

• Free Press Foundation – Socialist media conglomerate

• PBS’s Bill Moyers is a trustee of Soros’s OSI

• “The Story of Stuff” sponsored by the Tides Foundation (funded by OSI)

• The Halperin’s:

– Morton (father):  Head of Soros’s Open Society Policy Institute

– David:  Head of Soros’s American Constitution Society

– Mark:  ABC News Political Director and Time political analyst

• Mark Halperin:  The mainstream media in 2008 was guilty of “extreme bias, 
extreme pro-Obama coverage…”



Soros’s Voter Influence

• America Coming Together (funded by Soros):
– Recruited 80,000 volunteers to register left-leaning voters in 

battleground states

• ACORN (partially funded by OSI):
– Claims to have registered 5 million (left-leaning voters)

• Apollo Alliance (funded through Tides Foundation):
– Coalition of labor unions, environmentalists, and social justice 

activists

– SEIU donated $27 million, knocked on 1.87 million doors, made 
4.4 million phone calls, and mailed 2.5 million fliers in support of 
Obama

• The Secretary of State Project
– Funded left-leaning SoS candidates in battleground states



Obama, in a Candid Moment…

“I think that oftentimes ordinary citizens are 

taught that decisions are made based on 

the public interest or grand principles, 

when, in fact, what really moves things is 

money and votes and power.”



Soros’s Influence over Obama

• Obama is implementing many of Soros’s pet projects:
– The Stimulus Bill

– Government-run health care

– Cap and Trade (Soros will make a lot of money from this)

– Replacement of the U.S. dollar as international reserve currency 
• Soros has called for “an orderly decline of the dollar”

• He is funding a movement to revamp the Bretton Woods agreement

– U.S. Government loan to Brazilian state oil company Petrobras

• The current conflicts in the Middle East and North Africa 
involve a curious back story between the OSI and 
Obama’s SDS pals
– The “Obama Doctrine” was pushed by the OSI at the U.N.

– Soros supports appeasement of international terrorism

– They appear to be collaborating with the Muslim Brotherhood



Meet Obama’s Puppet Master



Soros Hates Tea Partiers

• Soros proxy organizations (e.g., Media 

Matters) are targeting the Tea Party 

movement:

– Created TeaPartyTracker.org

– Videos and blogs dedicated to attacking Tea 

Partiers

– Website plays the racial card frequently

– They are clearly frightened of us



Summary

• Obama is beholden to the underclass because 
he is a socialist

• Obama is beholden to wealthy elites and Wall 
Street bankers because they enabled his 
presidency

• Obama’s policies are transferring trillions to the 
poor and trillions to the rich

• That means the middle class is the “mark” in this 
con.  

• We’ve Been Had



Soros’s Objective



“We’ve Been Had”

• Learn the truth about 
Barack Obama:
– Saul Alinski

– Socialism

– Radical Islam

– The Ayers Family

– Antoin Rezko

– ACORN

– George Soros

– Our Future under 
Obama


